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It is often said that “A picture is worth a thousand words”, and I tend to agree 
with that sentiment!  Unfortunately, I do not know if I have a thousand words 
to write here…. But let’s give it a try!!



By looking at the people we know in the 
buggy photo, we have come to the 
conclusion that it was probably taken 
about 1902.   Dad (Adrian Fortenberry) left 
us the names of a few family members he 
recognized  … but there were two names 
left off.  In checking  the birth years for 
each person in Ferman’s family, we have 
come up with the probable names of the 
other two.   An explanation of each person  
in the photo will be given.

On the horse is Henry Glen Fortenberry.  
Given the date of the picture and his year 
of birth, he would be around 7 years old.  
Glen was married first to Mary Rogers and 
second to Losia Alford Simmons.   It is 
interesting to note the cleft in his chin, a 
common inherited trait in our family! 

Henry Glen Fortenberry, 1895 - 1961



Driving the buggy is Andrew Jackson 
Fortenberry.  He is sitting next to his sweet-
heart, Victoria Brock!  Andrew became a 
doctor and had a practice just across the 
state line in Tangipahoa Parish, Louisiana.  
Dad told us stories about Uncle Andrew 
coming to their house when they were sick or 
to give them shots.   When they were little, 
he and his brothers always ran to hide.

Andrew Jackson Fortenberry 
1879 - 1956



Victoria Brock Fortenberry   1884  - 1956

Sitting next to Andrew is his bride-to-be, Victoria Brock.  Victoria and 
Andrew married on April 5, 1903.  Although we have few pictures of “Aunt 
Vickie,” the earlier ones we do have are in rather sad shape.  Vickie is in 
the family picture below to the far left with a number 1 on her dress.    Her 
parents were Dr. James Monroe Brock and Armetha Holmes.



Charlie Lane Fortenberry 1897 - 1941

Charlie Lane Fortenberry 
was one of the children 
Adrian did not recognize 
since he had no knowledge 
of what he looked like as a 
child.  Since all the people in 
the photo are siblings 
except for the bride to be, it 
is very likely the child in the 
buggy is Lane.  Since he was 
born in July of 1897, he 
would have been about 5 
years old.  

Charlie Lane married 
Elizabeth Magee, daughter 
of George Wood Magee.  
Lane was only 43 when he 
died.



Standing on the back of the 
buggy, to the left, we see Sarah 
Louise Fortenberry peeking 
above her brother’s wide 
brimmed hat!  If we take an 
educated guess at Sarah’s age 
and the year this “Buggy Ride”
picture was taken, it is possible 
that Sarah was about 18 here.  
Sarah would later marry Henry 
Steinbrenner of Atlanta.

Sarah Louise Fortenberry 1884 - 1948

Sarah Louise Fortenberry



Next to Sarah is another baby!  This is the 
youngest child of William Jackson and 
Canolia Ann Simmons Fortenberry -
Jimmie Wanzie Fortenberry.  It was often 
stated that there was a special bond 
between Wanzie and the young man in 
the picture holding her.  She married 
Marion Tuttle and moved to Atlanta.

Wanzie Fortenberry 1902 - 1989



Naturally, it is not hard to figure out who is 
holding Wanzie !!  THAT is my grandfather, 
Ferman Esco Fortenberry!  Only a few years 
after this family picture was taken, Ferman  
joined the U.S. Navy.  When his “tour of 
duty” was over in 1913, Ferman came home 
to Mississippi and married Nellie Mae 
Simmons.

Ferman Esco Fortenberry 1886 - 1952

Though not all family members are 
in this photograph, can you just 
imagine having so many siblings 
around and trying to find a moment 
to court a sweetheart….. And asking 
Dad for the keys to go for a drive??  
Or rather the harness for the horse 
and buggy!



Let me show you what this picture looked like ORIGINALLY!!  It certainly helps to have 
a sister (Andie) willing to clean up some neglected photos for me to share here as well 
as online at Wiki Tree:



They have all probably just enjoyed a Sunday sermon, the latest news from family and 
neighbors ….. AND a fabulous Sunday dinner with Mom and Dad (William Jackson and Canolia
Simmons Fortenberry)!

So, grab your favorite covered dish to share, jump in the buggy and let’s head over to great 
Granny Canolia’s house and enjoy the company of a family dinner!

This photo was taken in 1898 and includes 10 of their 12 children.  Standing l/r Ferman, 
Myrtis, Lelia, Andrew, Sarah, Sheldon (in front of Sarah), Victor.  Seated: William 
Jackson holding Glen,  Canolia holding Mittie and Lane.



Cherish your family 
for they are your 

treasure, a 
storehouse of 
riches, wealth 

beyond measure.
Unknown

Sons of F. E. Fortenberry

Family of W. Jack and Canolia Fortenberry
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A Simmons and Fortenberry family outing


